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MSU examining areas for possible '09-10 cuts
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University will likely
dip into its reserve funds to make it
through the rest of this school year. but
could be forced to make severe cuts in
the 2009-10 budget.
MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn
said that the presidents of Kentucky's
public universities had a conference
call with Gov. Steve Beshear's office
last week in which they were asked to

fl

suggest ways they could cut 4 percent
of their current budgets and for next
year as well. This would be to prepare
for the state budget shortfall that a
recent census predicted could be as
high as $456 million in the current
budget, Dunn said.
The 4 percent would come from the
university's state appropriations, not
from the full budget.
Although it is not certain. Dunn said
he thought it was likely that MSU

would have to give the state back the 4
percent that was budgeted for this year,
which would equal about $2.1 million.
He said this could be done by using
money from reserve accounts, or the
unused money that some units of the
university carry forward from the year
before.
While tapping into the reserve
accounts will make it possible for MSU
to get by until the summer without
making cuts or laying employees off in

the middle of the year, it would be difficult to do it more than once. Dunn
said. He said he was more concerned
about the prospect of making the proposed cuts a reality in the '09-10 budget.
Dunn met with the university vice
presidents yesterday to discuss what
cuts could be made and to get together
a rough working list of them. He said
MSU was supposed to get the list to the
Council for Postsecondary Education
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by the end of Wednesday and that they
would review it and forward it to the
governor on Fnday. He said they might
ask for an extension until Thursday
morning, but that the rough list would
be made public once it is sent to the
CPE.
Wink Dunn said the list wasn't
complete and he wasn't prepared to
make any of the proposed cuts public
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budget assistance
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By JOE B1ESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear is
meeting with President-elect Barack °barna anti other governors
this week and said Monday he plans to ask for federal help in covering state expenses such as Medicaid and unemployment benefits.
()barna and Vice President-elect Joe Bidet', are
expected to speak to a group of governors at a
National Goveinors Association meeting in
Philadelphia on Tuesday. Beshear said he's expecting a chance, along with other governors attending,
to voice concerns on the nation's struggling economy.
"I'm certainly going to be pushing for the different kinds of stimulus packages that can help state
governments weather the storm," Beshear said at
Boshoor
the itate Capitol. "We are in the middle of what
some people have referred to as a perfect storm right now and it is
nor going to he easy."
Maybe not.
Lawmakers approved a two-year $19 billion state spending plan
earlier this year. that was already based on an estimated $900 million drop in state revenue from the
. previous year. That including cuts in funding for
public universities and some government programs.
Kentucky's state revenue is currently off pace
by an estimated $456 million between now and the
end of June. Over the next year and a half,
Kentucky's general fund shortfall is estimated to
be more than $1.3 billion behind.
Beshear has asked public universities and state Obiunta
agencies to propose by the end of the week how they would slash 4
percent from their current budgets. Beshear said he'll craft a financial proposal to get through the end of the current fiscal year that
ends June 30.
The Kentucky General Assembly is scheduled to be in session
beginning in January. So far, lawmakers have ignored calls by
Besheat and others to raise more money for the state such as through
a substantial hike in the state's cigarette tax.
Senate President David Williams. a Burkesville Republican, said
last week he's looking for the governor to present a budget plan for
lawmakers to consider early next year. Lawmakers could start considering a budget solution in January, Williams said.
Beshear said he's planning to ask Obama for federal assistance in
funding state programs such as Medicaid. States also could use an
"infrastructure stimulus" that would jump-start building projects and
generate new jobs.
Right now. Kentucky's unemployment insurance plan is "completely funded from dedicated taxes from employers," Beshear
spokesman Jay Blanton said. There is a projected shortfall, however, as the number of claimants rise and revenue stagnates. Blanton
said.
Medicaid was already facing a $183 million shortfall in
Kentucky. under the existing state budget, Blanton said. That number is expected to get worse if the economy continues to get worse,
Blanton said.
-This is a tremendous problem for us and, as we all know, it's a
tremendous problem all across this country," Beshear said.
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Le0..gor Sis photo
Grace and Garrison Kelly light the courthouse Christmas tree during Murray Main Street festivities last year that kicked off the holiday season with Main Street Merrim3nt and Dickens'
Alley.

Downtown events kick off
Christmas season in Murray
Special to the Ledger
This Friday evening's Main
Street Merriment and Dickens'
Alley festivities are viewed by
many as a wonderful way to
begin the Chhstmas season. It
all begins at 4 p.m. this Friday
when Santa will arrive and be in
his house on the Courthouse
lawn.
The entire community is
invited to sing carols on the
north lawn beginning promptly
at 5 p.m. (song sheets will be
provided).
Following the
singing of four or five traditional carols, the community tree
lighting will occur to the delight
of "children of all ages," said
Deana Wright. manager of the
Murray Main Street program.
Immediately thereafter, there
is much to do for everyone.
The MSU Madrigal Singers will
present a short program in the
Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center
at
5:15
p.m.
Performances follow throughout the evening by the
Playhouse in the Park troupe,

Carol".
The alley. between Maple
and
Poplar
streets
with
entrance/exit at Fifth or Sixth
streets, is enchanting. It will
be beautifully lighted and decorated with a Marley's Mainstreet
Pub, storytelling, pony rides for
the kids, and special items for
purchase by our vendors, he
concluded.
A
special
feature
of
MainStreet Merriment will be
carriage rides offered by Kelso
Farms and drawn by their beautiful prize-winning mule team.
"This is a delightful way to
observe the decorations on the
square. view the window-displays of our specialty shops and
get into the spirit of the season,"
said Roger Reichmuth, Murray
Main Street president.
Main Street lviernment/
Dickens' Alley is a one-night
event. It will occur between the
hours of 5 p.m. and 8 pin. All
activities are free. Food and
gift items may be purchased
throughout the evening.
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the MSU Tuba/Euphonium
Ensemble, middle
school
ensembles and local choral
groups.
"While listening, folks can
enjoy eating delicious food prepared by local churches and
offered at very reasonable
prices." said Pete Lancaster, a
member of the Murray Main
Street Promotions Committee
and chair of the event.
"Many of our downtown
retail stores will be open until 8
p.m. Friday with special gift
opportunities,"
shopping
Lancaster stated. -We want the
community to take the opportunity to visit these shops and
enjoy the special window displays the proprietors have so
creatively arranged for them."
Lancaster was excited about
the renew-al of the Dickens'
Alley event."This has become a
tradition that the community has
come to anticipate and enjoy,"
he said. "It takes us ba,;k in
time to the era of Dicken's
famous novel, "A Christmas
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — I he Hazel
Volunteer Fire Department will
soon sell one of its aging pump
trucks to help pay for a more
useful vehicle to fight field
fires.
Hazel Cy Council members
approved 3 request from the
department to sell the vehicle
during a meeting at city hall
Monday night. Firefighter
Monte Taylor told council
members that the older vehicle
no longer meets state requirements for capacity ant a bniS-ti
truck is more urgently needed to
fight dangerous field fires that
can quickly spread to homes or
other nearby structures.
"We just want to know what
the procedure is for doing that
and getting your approval to do
it." Taylor said. "We also want
to make sure that we don't hurt
the city's fire rating."
Mayor Kerry Vasseur said he
has taken a look into the mate;
and has discovered that tile
change will not affect the city:s
Class 7 fire rating which la
gauged by the capability of ttli
city's department to deal witti
emergencies.
The council had previously
allocated $8,000 from the city's
budgeted fire fund foi the purchase of equipment. Those
funds will be combined with
what can be raised from the sale
of the pump truck stripped of
hoses and equipment tan estimated $ 4,000) to purchase the
chassis of a brush truck. The
remaining funds will be used to
equip the new vehicle for
department use.
Taylor told the council the
move was necessary because
the city's pump trucks are not
designed to go "off-road," presenting difficulties with manpower, equipment and effectiveness in battling more frequent field fires.
In other business, the council
approved on second reading a
proposal by West Kentucky
Rural Telephone for a nonexclusive contract for use of
city easements for installation
of equipment that would additional bring cable Internet and
television services to resident'.
The move will also put Hazel in
compliance with the state's
Connect Kentucky program and
ensure residents have opportunity to take advantage of highspeed, fiber-optic Internet
access.
Approval is expected to
build on and expand existing
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KSP reports 9
deaths, none in
Post 1 area

Special to the Ledger
While there were nine traffic
fatalities across Kentucky during the Thanksgiving holiday
weekend. Kentucky State Police
Post One reported no deaths.
A press release said that Post
One also had no significant rise
in serious as non-serious collision.
"We believe that these numbers reflect troopers' pro-active
approach to traffic safety during
this time," said Post One
C'ommander Captain Nathan
Kent.
Preliminary
statistics
Monday indicated that nine people died in nine separate crashes
on Kentucky roadways during
the Thanksgiving
holiday
enforcement period, which was
Wednesday through Sunday.

Clarification
Note WA Clines tor the Main
Street Meniment and Dickens"
Alley events are different than
printed in the "In' Our
Backyard" publication. They
have changed since the information was supplied. The correct times for this Friday's event
are as follows: Santa arrives at
4 p.m. The caroling and lighting of the tree is at 5 pin. All of
the events occur between 5-8
p.m. with many downtown
retail shops open.
The information is also in
today's front page story.

US has been in recession all year
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) -- It's official.
The U.S. economy has been in a recession
for the past year.
v.
The
,dooturnstart of the
What is a

recession?

Last year, there were 10 fatalities during the same time penod.
Seven of the fatalities
involved motor vehicles and
four of those victims were not
wearing seat belts. Two of the
crashes involved the suspected
use of alcohol. Two of the holiday fatalities involved pedestrians.
Through Nov. 30, preliminary statistics indicated that 738
people have lost their lives on
Kentucky roadways during
2008. This is 63 fewer than
reported for this time period in
2007. Of the 563 motor vehicle
fatalities, 356 victims were not
wearing seat belts. Of the 87
motorcycle fatalities, 52 were
not wearing helmets. Twentyfour people have been killed in
ATV crashes and 22 of those
were not wearing helmets.
Fifty-four pedestrians have been
killed. A total of 155 fatalities
have resulted from crashes
involving the suspected use of
alcohol.
Citizens can contribute to
highway safety by reporting
enatic drivers to the Kentucky
State Police toll-free at 1-800222-5555. Callers will remain
anonymous and should give a
descnptior. of the vehicle, location, direction of travel and
license number if possible.
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group said its cycle dating committee held a
telephone conference call on Friday and
made the determination on when the recession began.
The White House commented on the

AP
Paul Nawrocki, from Beacon, N.Y.,
wears a sign as he looks for work near
the David Letterman studios in New
York. The U.S. economy has been in a
recession since December 2007. the
National Bureau of Economic Research
said Monday.
news that a second downturn has officially
begun on President George W. Bush's watch
without eve' actually using the word "recession," a term the president and his aides
have
repeatedly
avoided.
Instead,
spokesman Tony Fratto remarked upon the
fact that NBER "determines the start and
end dates of business cycles."

MSU to conduct safety
checkpoints this month

Townerier
NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's board of
trustees
will
meet
Wednesday at Spring Creek
Healthcare. Items on the
agenda include a construction update, a leadership
report from Keith Bailey.
CEO, ana various departmental reports.
• The
Murray State
University Board of Regents
Tuition Task Force will meet
in
special
session
Wednesday in the Jesse
Stuart Room at Pogue
Library at 6 p.m. The meeting will present a tuition
breakdown, an update on a
student survey and discussion session.
• The Calloway County
Board of Health will conduct
a special-called meeting
Dec 10 at noon at the
Calloway County
Health
Center, 602 Memory Ln.,
...regarding a board vacancy
-and update of district status.
, 7 -The meeting is open to the
public.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
EVERY eiNGLE YEAR I FORGET
Si ALLERGIC TO FIGG't PUDC'In16

Dec. 2
23 shopping
days 'til Christmas

"What's important is what is being don,
about it," Fratto said. "The most important
things we can do for the economy right now
are to return the financial and credit markets
to normal, and to continue to make progress
in housing. and that's where we'll continue
to focus."
Many economists believe the current
downturn will be the most severe since the
1981-82 recession. The country is being battered by the most severe financial crisi-since the 1930s as banks struggle to deal
with billions of dollars in loan losses.
'The Bush administration won approval
from Congress on Oct. 3 for a $700 ballot,
rescue package for the financial system
Bush said in an interview with ABC',
"World News" to be aired Monday that ht
would support additional intervention it
necessary to end the recession.
"I'm sorry it's happening, of course,"
Bush said, referring to a global financial crisis that has eliminated millions of jobs and
damaged retirement accounts.
Federal
Reserve
Chairman
Bei,
Bemanke said Monday that further interest
tate cuts were possible but he cautioned that
there were limits to how much such action
will be able to revive an economy expected
to remain weak well into next year.
"Although further reductions ... are certainly feasible, at this point the scope for
using conventional interest rate policies ti
support the economy is obviously limited,'
Benianke said in a speech to business executives in Austin, Texas. The Fed is widely
expected to cut a key interest rate when officials next meet on Dec. 15-16.
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson said
the Bush administration is looking for mor..•
ways to tap a $700 billion financial rescue
program and will consult with Congress and
the incoming administration of Presidentelect Barack Obama.
"While we are making progress,'he journey ahead will continue to be a difficult
one," Paulson said.

The Murray State Uno.ersity Department of Public Safety will Ix
conducting traffic safety checkpoints through Dec. 12.
Officers will be checking for impaired drivers, children that arc
not properly restrained in child safety seats, and to inform the pub
lic about the use of seatbelts. Officers will also be distributirq,
"Mothers Against Drunk Driving" red ribbons.
The checkpoints will be conducted at approved locations on the
Murray State campus.
1
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From Front

Calloway Schools photo
REUVING THANKSGIVING: Mrs Emily McCuiston's class along
with all the 1st graders at
Southwest Elementary celebrated Thanksgiving with a feast.
The feast consisted of several
traditional foods that might have been eaten by the Pilgrims
and Indians on the very first
Thanksgiving.

MSU examining
From Front
yet, he stressed that the proposals could change in
the future. He said that once the list is known,
there would be plenty of time throughout the
spring for the public to voice its concerns over
specific cuts before the Board of Regents
approved an actual working budget for next year.
He added that he was trying to make sure the
cuts were as far removed from student services as
possible, but that any cuts would be harmful to
some extent.
Dunn said he would look at several items like
budgeted faculty vacancies that have been open
for several years. He said they would have to consider things the university has been without for a
while and consider whether they are worth keeping in the budget.
"But once you give them up for a cut, they may
never come back so it's still harmful," he said
Dunn said he hoped the 4 percent cuts in next

••

year's budget would not come to pass and suspected that there would be pressure on the General
As.iembly from government agencies to increase
taxes some to avoid making drastic cuts across the
board.
"I don't know how they can ignore it," he said.
Dunn said that if MSU were to try to make up
for the budget cuts by a tuition increase alone,
tuition would have to go up 4.2 percent. However,
he said that wasn't likely and wouldn't even cover
expenses that could rise like health care and utility costs.
While a recent story in the Lexington HeraldLeader reported that Western Kentucky
University and the University of Kentucky have
had trouble with exceeding utilities budgets. Dunn
said MSU is about where they expected to be at
this point in the year. He said, though, that the university was considering a bigger campus shutdown over the winter and spring breaks to save
costs.

••

•

cable television services and
providing competition with
other vendors. The city would
also profit by an slight increase
in telecommunications taxes
placed on cable TV and Internet
services under existing state
law.
The company has also
offered to allocate a one-time,
$2,500 payment to the city's
general budget as part of the
deal. The council also approved
a second ordinance dealing with
the bidding process in connection to the contract approval.
In other action, councilmembers chose to use road funds to
patch and repair damage to
some of the city's streets.
Vasseur said the work would be
a stop-gap measure in dealing
with cracks and other road
repairs until the price of asphalt
falls and the city's funds can be
used to pave roadways.
The city now has the money
to pave just over a mile of
Hazel's 11 miles of roadway.
"We're hoping that as the
price of oil falls that the price of
asphalt will come dcwn too and
we'll be able ti pave some

streets," he said.
The city is also planning to
repair a culvert on Barnett
Street between Fcurth and Fifth
streets that is beginning to deteriorate. State Department ()I
Highways officials have also
been contacted about repairs to
a second culvert at the intersection of First and Gilbert.
Also, Vasseur announced
that county building inspector
Kent Jackson has withdrawn his
offer to serve the city for a $100
annual fee. Last month, the
council considered
hiring
Jackson as a second city
employee. Jackson would have
been available to existing in
potential homeowners in Hazel
who would pay the cost of an
inspection. The annual fee
would have been considered a
retainer for his services.
"But Mr. Jackson has withdrawn that offer, so we move
on," Vasseur said.
According
to
Vasseur.
Jackson's services would speed
state-required inspection prccedures by weeks allowing those
wanting to build a home in
Hazel to complete the required
inspections and construction
much faster.
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Come visit Santa in his house
on the following dates:
Friday, Dec. 5th • 4 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Saturday. Dec. 6th • 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 13th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 20th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 21st • 1:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 23rd • 12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 24th • 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
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Obituaries
Dr. Franklin Edward Robinson

Mrs. May Ruth Sheridan

Di Franklin Ildwald Robinson. 61S, South 16th
Street, Murray.
died Sunday. Nov. 30, 2008. at the University of
Tennessee Medical
Center, Knoxville, Tenn.
A retired professor of philosophy, he had taught
at Murray State University from 1968 until his
retirement in the spy ig of 2008. He earned his
doctorate degrees an philosophy from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill. He was a member of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Born Aug. 26, 1940, in Iola, Ill., he was the son
of the late Omer Albert Robinson and Gladys Irene
Cox Robinson.
Survivors include his wife, Janet Robinson. to
Robinson
whom he was married in 1962 in Harrisburg. Ill.:
three sons. Tony Robinson and Michael Robinson
and wife, Jacqueline, all of Murray, and Richard Robinson
and wife.
MI. Knoxville; three grandchildren, Abby. Tyler
and Margaret
Robinson. all of Murray; one brother, Leland Robinson and
wife,
Beverly. Junction City, Kan.; several nieces and nephews.
A private funeral service will be conducted. Visitation will
be at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Dr. Franklin
E.
Robinson Scholarship Fund. Att. Murray State
University
Development Center, Murray, KY 42071.

I he !uncial lor Mrs. May Ruth Shendan was today (Tuesday) ill
II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. 'Tim
Palmer and Bro. Dale Sheridan officiated. Pallbearers were Jerry
Sheridan, Charles Tipton. Gary Haneline. Eddie Workman, Earl
Spann. David Tipton and Lloyd Cooper. Burial was in the Bazzell
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Coldwater United
Methodist Church, 8317 St. Rt. 121 North. Murray, KY 42071 or
Bazzell Cemetery Fund, do Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Sheridan, 86, Snow Road. Murray. died Saturday, Nov. 29.
2008. at I p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she was a
member of Coldwater United Methodist Church.
AP
Preceding her in death were her husband, R.C. Sheridan, her par- Sarah Palin, left, waves to the crowd
at a run-off election rally
ents, John William Cooper and Nancy Maude Armstrong Cooper.
with Sen. &win Chambliss at the James Brown Arena
and seven brothers, Rex. Cleatus. J.T.. Clarence. 011ie, Herman and
Monday in Augusta. Ga.
Fred Cooper.
Survivors include one son, Darell Sheridan and wife. Patty, and
two grandchildren, Eddie Sheridan and wife. Laura, and Andy
Sheridan, all of Murray; three great-grandchildren, Faith. Emma and
Nathanael Sheridan; three sisters-in-law, Emma Jean Cooper.
Murray, Inez Cooper, Clarksville. Tenn.. and Rebecca Cooper.
Washington.

Mrs. Susie M. Mitdiuson

Floyd McKenzie
The funeral tor Floyd McKenzie will be today (Tuesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and
Garry Evans will officiate. Pallbearers will be
Gerald Rule, Tommy Boggess. Larry McKenzie.
Steve McCuiston, Howard Brandon and Isaiah
Story. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. McKenzie. 86, Jones Sparkman Road.
Murray, died Saturday. Nov. 29, 2008, at 10:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was awarded the Purple
Heart and the European Theater Battle of the Bulge. Retired from
the former Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 8, 1922, in Model, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Buel and Necie McDougal McKenzie. Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Robbie Hutson and Mable Robinson, and two
brothers. Horace and Clayton McKenzie.
Survivors include his wife. Hilda Rule McKenzie, to whom he
was married May 8, 1948, in Murray; one son, Ricky McKenzie.
one daughter. Sheilia McKenzie Boggess, and three grandchildren,
Tyler. Marcy and Carey Boggess, all of Murray; several nieces and
nephews and Tommy Boggess.

Mrs. Susie M. ISlitchuson, 64. Hardin, died Saturday. Nov.
29,
2008. at her home. She was the daughter of the late Dr.
Faye
Mayfield and Mildred Davis Mayfield.
Survivors include her husband, Gary Mitchuson; two daughters,
Lois French and Stephanie French, both of Hardin; three
sons,
Richard French and Sean Mitchuson, Hardin, and Jamie French,
Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. Alan Miller will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Ifiw.

Billy T. Slater
Billy T. Slater. 74, Wingo, died Sunday. Nov. 30, 2008, at 7:15
p.m. at his home.
A retired machinist from the former Ingersol-Rand Company, he
was a member of Pryorsburg Pentecostal Church.
Preceding him in death were one son, Jimmy Slater. one daughter. Deborah Slater, one granddaughter, Tara Curry, his parents. Bill
and Alice Scott Slater, one sister, Lucille Hormicut. and five brothers. James, Charles, Lester, Dorse and Danny Slater.
Survivors include his wife. Patricia Thacker Slater; one daughter.
Shirley Ann Barton, Tampa, Fla.; five sons, Billy Slater. Wingo,
Greg Curry and Mike Curry, both of Murray, Dale Slater, Tampa,
Fla., and Ricky Curry. Dukedom,Tenn.; 18 grandchildren; 11 greatgrand children; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Glenn Stewart will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Donald. Douglas and Johnny Thacker, Flint
Speed, Shane Seay and Gary Govern. Honorary pallbearers will be
Robert. Gary and Randy Slater. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

William (Bill) McDougal
The funeral for William (Bill) McDougal will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Brett Miles will officiate. Burial. will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity. Online
condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. McDougal, 79. Murray. died Sunday, Nov. 30. 2008 at 5:25
a.m. at The Atrium Heathcare Center, Jacksonville, Fla.
A retired Murray police officer and dispatcher, he was a member
of First Baptist Church, Murray.
He was married Aug. 19, 1948 to Jo Eva Weatherford McDougal
who died June 28. 2001. Born Aug. 25. 1929. in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Rudy Lee McDougal and Mary Jane
Barrow McDougal.
Survivors include two daughters. Teresa Ann Thomas and husband, Barry. Murray, and Angie Johnson and husband, Kevin,
Lebanon. Tenn.; three sons. Bo McDougal and wife. Lois, and Mark
McDougal, all of Jacksonville. and Michael McDougal and wife.
Joann. Murray; three grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren: eight
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Bennie Mae Arnett
The funeral for Mrs. Nannie Mae Arnen will be today (Tuesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Pallbearers
will be Thony Satterwhite, Stephen Scott, Ricky. Dwayne and
Donnie Arnett and Billy Ray Smith. Burial will follow in the Chapel
Hill Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Arnett. 70, Gobo community, died Saturday. Nov. 29, 2008.
at 3:45 a.m. at Kevil.
A retired employee of Shade Designs, she was a member of New
Liberty Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were her parents.
Samual Robert Patterson and Maurine Lindsey Grooms, and two
brothers, Elbert and Claude Patterson.
Survivors include her husband, Lonnie Arnett, to whom she had
been married for 46 years4two sons, Greg Amen and wife, Renee',
Kevil..aql Gary Amen and wife, Theresa, Gobo community; one
brotheit-Donald Patterson, .Hazet 'four sisters, Linda Kendall.
Bobbie Jo Calhoun. ShirterrCohoun and Patsy Thorn. all of Murray; °'
three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral tor Mrs. Mayme Lawson will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. David
Hendrickson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Doom Chapel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Lawson. 91. Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 30, 2008, at Spring
Creek Health Care, Murray.
A member of Oak Level Church of Christ, she was a retired custodian for Marshall County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Emmett Lawson, one
son, Robert Lawson. one daughter, Faye Walker, her parents. Grant
Smith and Sara Greenville Smith, three brothers and three sisters.
Survivors include two daughters. Norma Jean Deering. Murray.
and Janice Solomon. East Prairie, Ill.; two sons, Joey Lawson,
Dexter, and Merle Lawson, Goodfield, Ill.; 16 grandchildren; several great-grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren.
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ATLANTA (AP)- Georgia
voters are returning to the polls
today to decide one of two unresolved U.S. Senate races that
Democrats need to win for a 60seat majority impervious to
GOP filibusters.
Republican U.S. Sen. Saxby
Chambliss faces Democrat Jim
Martin in the runoff that caps a
grueling campaign highlighted
by visits from political heavyweights. gobs of advertising and
hordes of volunteers.
In Minnesota. a recount that
could take weeks is under way
in the tight race between
Republican Sen. Norm Coleman
and Democrat Al Franken.
Chambliss, seeking a second
term, fell short of crossing the
50 percent threshold in a threeway race against Martin and
Libertarian candidate Allen
Buckley in last month's contest.
It's Georgia's first Senate runoff
since 1992, when Democratic
Sen. Wyche Fowler was upset
by Republican Paul Coverdell.
Chambliss was elected to the
Senate in 2002 when he succeeded in a longshot bid to oust
Democratic Sen. Max Cleland.
But his campaign infuriated
Democrats with a TV ad that
questioned Cleland's commitnlaaVta national security and
&shot a photo of Osama bin

Martin has aligned himsell
with President-elect Barack
Obama's message of change.
and has vowed to provide economic relief for the middle
class. Chambliss has played to
his base by promising to be a
firewall against a Democraticdominated Washington getting a
"blank check."
So far, early voting statistics
are encouraging for the
Chambliss camp. Of the nearly
500.000 early voters who
returned to the polls, turnout
among black voters is down and
turnout among white males is up
compared with advance voting
before the general election.
White males normally are a
solid Republican constituency in
Georgia, while exit polls
showed that Martin won the
votes of nine of ten Georgia
blacks who registered a preference.
Still, analysts say it's hard to
tell how that may impact
Tuesday's contest.
"It doesn't mean the overall
turnout will be skewed." said
Emory University political scientist Alan Abramowitz. "Ii
could just mean that there's
much less incentive to early vote
this time, because no one's
expecting there to be long lines
now."
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One Time Only Factory Direct Sale, Call Today!
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Don Jones Ind. Asg.....8307.3 + 158.2
(jr Products
..........-44.58 + 1.26
AT&T. Inc
27.74 + 0.78
BB&T
25 79 + 0.76
Briggs & Stratton
13.07 + 0.37
Bristol Msers Squibb 19.70 + 0.34
Caterpillar
1,506 + 1.48
Chorea Truro Corp 74.56+ 2.64
Daimler Chrysler
0.19 + 2.00
Dean Foods
13.64 + 0.40
Exxon-Mobil
....76.t0 + 1.79
Ford Motor
+
General Electric
16.82 + 1.32
General Motors
4.91 + 0.32
GlasoSmithkline ADR _33.27 + 1.25
Goodrich
11 93 + 0.98
Goodsear
559 +0,36
HopFed Bank* .......9.50 B 10.00 A
11AM
77.17 + 0.27

Intel

12.90 + 0.34

Mattel.--.-.-- 1233 - 0.06
57.25 + 1.08
Merck
26.10 + 1.25
Microsoft
18.90 + 0.29
J.C.Pennes
17.02 + 0.47
Pepsico Inc
clitt+011
Pfizer, Inc.
15.7; + 0.47
Regions Financial
8.94 + 0.17
Schering-PIrnigh
15.64 + 0.09
3335 + 1.71
Stars Holding( orp
Time Warner
8.69 + 0.18
US Bancorp
23.92 + 0.21
I_ ST
68.63 + 0.44
NellPoint Inc
1480-0.14
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Hill is winner of electric
scooter from conference
. Autumn Hill, a youth
at First Baptist Church,
was the winner of a
new electric scooter
She will be one of
30 youth from First
Baptist Church, Mutray,
to attend the Xtreme
Student Conference at
Gatlingburg. Tenn., to
be held Dec. 27-29.
Boyd Smith. student
pastor at First Baptist
Church. was given the
electric scooter for
being one of the first
youth pastors to register his group for the
conference.
Smith decided to
have a drawing for
those planning to attend
the conference to determine the winner and
Hill was the lucky person.
The conference will
include several artists
and guest speakers.

Compassionate Friends
to hold memorial service
Compassionate Friends Support Group
will have its annual candle lighting memorial service on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
University Church of Christ, North 12th
Street, Murray. Persons are asked to use
the back entrance.
Each one is asked to bring a candle in
a holder, a picture of your child, and a
dish for the potluck meal. Bread, drinks
and utensils v•ill be furnished. This will
be the only meeting in December and the
Jo's
Datebook next tvio meetings will be Jan. 1 and 22
By Jo Burkeen at 7 p.m. at the Mures)-Callosso ('ounts
Community
This is for all parents who base lost a
Editor
child or young adult through death. For
more information call Hilda Bennett at 753-6926 or 498&i24, or Kerry I.ambert, hospital chaplain, at 762-1274.

Churches plan fundraiser

Autumn HUt

First Christian. Memorial Baptist. New Life and St. John
Missionary Baptist Churches will provide a chili supper on
Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Robert 0. Miller Building on
the Murray counsquare during the Dickens Square event. Proceeds will go to the funds for the Hospice Residential house.

Photo provided
VETERANS GIFTS: Murray Elementary students in Shannon
Chiles' first grade class sent paintings to hospitalized veterans. Students painted t shirts and made sun catchers. These
are pictures of the t-shirt and sun catcher the children were
painting for the veterans.Caitlin Nemey's grandfather will be
sending the t-shirt and sun catcher to the veterans. The children took turns painting parts of the t-shirt and sun catchers.

Rotary Club plans breakfast
Tickets are now available for the Murray Rotary Club's
annual ham breakfast to be held at Pagliai's Restaurant on Saturday. just pnor to the club's Christmas Parade. They are
available from Rotary Club members, at Chamber of Commerce. Convention & Visitors Bureau (Robert 0. Miller Conference Center). Murray-Calloway County Hospital and local
banks. Proceeds from this 27th annual breakfast will go to the
newly established Murray Rotary (Club) Foundation for Families and Children. The club meets each Thursday at noon at
Pagliai's.

Giving through community service makes difference

4-H Clubs are always looking for ways to give and share
with the community. It is a
way
that
youth can be
engaged in
civic activities
and
make a difference in
our community.
4 - H
Clubs
have
Extension
undertaken
Notes
a variety of
By
projects this
Ginny Harper month
to
Calloway
touch and
County Agent assist at this
for 4-H/Youth season
of
Development
the year. If
you
can
assist Calloway County 4-H'ers
as they strive to make a difference in our community, plug

,Wear

in.
"You can not sincerely help
another without helping yourself." Ralph Waldo Emerson
"I love to engage our youth
in meaningful projects that
touch the lives of people in
our community. We want to
make a difference," smiles, Vi
Wood, Teen Club Leader and
Calloway County 4-H Council
Presidem.
Club Community Service
This Month:
n All 4-H youth are encouraged to bring cans of sliced
or chunk pineapples to the
Extension Office for Needline's
Holiday Baskets by Dec.I I.
Our goal is 150 cans.
n The Dusty Spurs are collecting items for a family in
Hazel that lost everything in
a recent house fire. Call Jennifer Wilkins Young for details
at 978-5788.

Wear Vi

,
(bitell Efilzahati
bilks- yea IP the

(Al)S.Iiiifigal-NIN-1 I
December 5-6, 2008
6:30 y.m.
Murray State rUniversay
Ordway 1-Call
Reserved seating only
Carr(270)809-6448

n 4th and 5th grade Shamrocks at MMS are collected
mac and cheese, pudding, and
jello for Need Line.
n Homeschool Superstars are
hosting a Community Chili Supper at the Hardin Community
Center on Dec. 6 from 6 to
8. Ruthie Henson is the leader.
n 4-H Teen Club is helping with the Festival of Lights
on Dec. 8 and Ringing the
Salvation Army Bell on Dec.
12.
n The Practical Living Clubs
in 4th grade classrooms have
also undertaken assisting with
the Santa Project. the Animal
Shelter, making cards for a nursing home, and recycling. This
is just of a few of their projects. These fl4 Practical Living Clubs each select a project that they can accomplish
in a month's time.
n The Shot Gun Team is
restocking all the houses with
clay pigeons for the club as
that needs to be done.
Learning to give back is a
skill we want to give all our
4-H youth. If you want additional information about any
of these giving opportunities
you can call the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.
Upcoming events:
n The Fit Club the Housing Authority 4-H Club will
meet Dec. 2 from 4:30 to 6
p.m. at the Ellis Center. Club
members will make holiday
snacks, complete a community service project. indoor games
and music activities as well as
hear from a guest speaker. All
members and guests welcome.
n The 4-H Council will meet
on Dec. 4 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Extension Office. All council
members encouraged to attend.
n The Cooking Club will
meet on Dec. 5 at 4 p.m. at
the Westside Baptist Church.
Space for 30 food preparerd.
Call Wilda at 293-6959.
n The Shooting Sports Team
is having a Float in the Christmas Parade and will be decorating at the Extension Office

on Dec. 5 at 6 p.m. All members encouraged to attend.
n The Dusty Spurs and
Shooting Sports Team plan to
be in the parade as 4-H Groups.
Call thes leaders to participate.
n The Homeschool Superstars are sponsoring a free chili
dinner at the Hardin Community Center on Dec. 6 from 6
to 8 p.m. All are welcome to
come and enjoy.
n Geology club will meet
Dec. 9t at the Extension Office
from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.
n 4-H Awards for Banquet
are due Dec.I0 to the Extension Office. This one page
form is also available at the
Extension Office.
n Electricity Class at the
Howton Ag Engineering Building at MSU on Dec. 16, 17
and 18 from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Limited spots available for
class. Call to sign up. Cost of
materials will be the class
charge. Deadline to sign up
is Dec. 10.
n Jewelry Making Class on
Dec. 22 from I to 3 p.m. for
beginners and I to 4 p.m. for
intermediate learners. Cost of
class will be $12 and limit
will be 10 in class. Deadline
to sign up is Dec. 10.
The Calloway County Cooperative Extensio.! Service is
open Monday to Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The phone
number is 753-1452 and the
fax is 759-4243. The Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the Murray-Calloway County United
Way. The office will be closed
on November 27 and 28th for
Thanksgiving Holiday.
Educational programs Of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age,
sex, religion, disability, or
national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State University. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties. cooperating.
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Garden Department will meet

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 10 a.m. at the club hosue to carpool first to Reed
Interiors and then to Magnolia Tea Room at Hazel for lunch.

Skate Park group will meet

Chestnut Skate Park Association will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 in the meeting room of Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th
and Main Streets, Murray. All children, parents and interested
community members who would like to be involved with the
skate park planning efforts are invited.

Laker Band Boosters to meet

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today
(Tuesday) at 5 at the school. All high and middle school band
boosters are urged to attend.

Temple Hill Lodge will

Temple Hill Lodge 276 ot Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky.
Hwy. 464. east of Almo. Jodie Jones, master, urges all Masons
to attend.

Kappa meeting tonight
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its
annual Christmas party tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the home
of Barbara Barnett, 1022 Oaks Country Club Rd. A gift
exchange funtime will follow the meal.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today (Tuesday) at 5
at First Chnstian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 in
the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For
information call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116
.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon

will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 at First United Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be
a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
friend.

Bingo planned tonight

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo starting tonight
(Tut:,
day) at 6:30 at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray.
The public i% invited

AliGEL'S AFfle,

Holiday Special

THRIFT STORE

—Family portraits made in your home—
At this hectic time of year, let us come to your home to make your family
pictures for a personal and unique touch. Portraits made of your children
or all of the family in your surroundings whether inside or outdoors.
*Day,evening and weekend
appointments
*Only $20 sitting fee - in your home
No sitting tee tor in-studio appointments
e$49 package (includes one
8x10, two 5x7's & 8 wallets)
Call to schedule your session today
753-8809 daytime
753-0231 after hours & evenings
(limited a% ailabilth
Cindy Chrismatt-l'each, Photographer

The Board of Directors and Staff want to say "THANKS"
to the
following individuals/businesses for your help and support
during
the construction of our new Arcadia Drive entrance,
drop-off
and employee/volunteer parking lot.
Dartnie Harrison, Project Manager
Businesses and Services:
Bill Adams Construction Company
Trace Curd - Murray Paving Co. Inc.
Bobby Deitz - Geotech Engineering & Testing, Inc.
Dickie Farley - Midway Fence Company

We

Henn & Son Painting Contractors
Houston Electric and Alarm Company
Jerry Key - Key Auto Parts
David Roberts & the various departments
of the City of Murray

also want to thank our great neighbors for their

Family Fitness Center
liolland Medical Equipment
Murray Home & Auto True Value

cooperation:

Pagliai's Pizza Italian Restaurant
Remember When Scrapbooking
Sammon's Bakery
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PUSH AND PULL: Sixth grade social studies classes
at Calloway County Middle School,
above and below. have been studying "immigration" and
"emigration." Pairs ol students discuss the "push'. and "pull" factors of moving from one country to
another while making class
presentations with costumes and posters, according to Katie Pearson.
teacher
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FOOD DRIVE: Students at Murray Elementary School have been bringing in
food items for
Need Line during the past two weeks. MES collected almost 900 food items
in the annual
drive The P2 students visited classrooms each day and boxed the food items
Students used
math skills to sort organize and count the items Pictured above. volunteer
Lawrence Webb,
left, assists students in Matlene Perry's P2 class with packing the items. Pictured
below is a
group of students.
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SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD: Students at Murray Elementary School are participati
ng in the
MES Sportsmanship Challenge this year in their physical education class Students
are learning and displaying behaviors that promote fair play and safety and promote
a positive environment for each student. Each week, one student is selected who displays outstandin
g
sportsmanship These students are honored with an award certificate presented
by Michael
Conley, physical education teacher. They are also featured on Tiger Cub News. Pictured
with
Conley, center. are Melody Sheets, left. and Taylor Garrison, recent award winners

,uh

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Photo provided

BOOK DONATION: Ted Lovett, right, with WKRECC, recently presented a book written by
David Dick. "Let There Be Light, The Story of Rural Electrification in Kentucky," to Tawnya
Hunter. principal at Calloway County Middle School.

Photo provided

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY:
Richard Todd's eighth
grade social studies students at Murray Middle
School recently worked in
groups to do research on
the Colonial Period The
project shows how geography and economics
relate to history. Todd said
the students enjoyed the
activity because it was
hands on and they enjoy
working together to complete a project. Pictured at
left, Tara Gilger, eighth
grade student, works on
designing a colonial village
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ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
In today's air-tight homes, indoor air quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contain.
mites. mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many of these contaminan(s are circulated through
the central air •N stems in most homes and can aggravate the svmptoms
of asthma and allernies.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
It's as simple as 1, 2, 3
I. We clean the register cos Cr'. to remove
cooking oil film. nicotine film and other dustcollecting substances.
2 We deep clean the source of the air supply
including I where applicable) the blower.
squirrel cage. coils, condensation pan and
return air supply.

3 The air ducts are then brush vacuumed
clean with out exclucive. patented
technology system. The Rotobrush ail;04
system removes the contaminant's that
circulate through the air duct system. We
will sanitize your air ducts and vents with
an environmentally safe sanitizer commonly
used in hospitals and nursing homes.
leaving behind a fresh scent.

SERVING THE PEOPLE C•F WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR OVER 70 YEARS

(270) 753-8181
802 CHESTNUT STREET'MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
vvvvvv.rcinclythrretcon.ccoin"
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7531916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monda
y-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax:753-1927
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[ HE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
;raccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activaies

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant-WANTEDEXPERIENCED, take
charge, energized.
ability to think outside
the box, computer iterate. ability to complete tasks quickly,
efficient in written and
verbal communication
skills, needed to keep
office running smoothly Located in Murray,
send resume, IMTC.
PO-Box 1834, MurrayKY 42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murr y ledger kiln).
you will be redirected
to lohneework sore
By default.
Murray and in at ;oh
listings will appear tut
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murras Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
siuestions regardtng
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-time, trainrig provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate arid oonuses Apply in person
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East Benton
(Fairdeal.ng)
NOW taking applications for all positions
arid till ohms. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

,

USER
SERVICES
TECHNICIAN II. Fulltime. benefits Three
years college credit in
a related field required,
bachelor's degree preferred
One
year
recent computer service/repair experience
in industrial or educational setting. Glick on
'Employment"
at
www murraystate eou
for additional information Salary $17.36 per
hour.
Apply
at
Human
Resources.
Murray
State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall,
Murray.
KY
42071-3312.
EEO,
fiNF/D. AA employer.

LOOKING for house
cleaning lob or sitting
with elderly in hosprtal.
nursing home or in
your home Night-time
only 753-7129
210-4173

BRIGGS & STRATTON
Is seeking an Environmental Engineer I, II, III, IV
Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled
engines
and is seeking an Environmental Engineer I. It. III. IV. Applicants must
meet the following minimum qualifications
•BachelorS degree in Engineering iChemical Civil or Mechanical
) or the
Enve onmental Sciences
•Minimum of one year expeneace in a related field preferred
•Fundamenta! knowledge of environmental regulations including
sampling
and monitoring
•Fundamental knowledge of design and operation of pollution
control
systems
.Working knowledge of various computer software and word
processing
programs such a spreadsheet and database
*Previous co-operative education or internship program participatio
n
preferred but not required
•interpersonal skills necessary to the nature of the lob
•Written communication skills necessary for technical report writing
*Good organization and time management skills necessary to
prioritize
and manage multiple assignments, ability to react quickly in a fast-paced,
changing environment
Environmental Engineer's lob will consist of the following responsibili
ties:
Assist with sampling, monitoring and reporting programs to ensure
compliance with Federal. State and local regulations.
Assist in the development of strategies to reduce environmental exposure
P
anaddic
nispa
k.te in facility and environmentally sensitive vendor audits to ensure
compliance with various reguiations
Assist the location with the necessary steps to obtain and maintain environmental permits
Research regulatory data and provide guidance and interpretations
to
managers.
Assist in proiects related to energy conservation and industrial hygiene
practices
Perform other duties and responsibilities as requested or required
Salary is dependent on education and
experience interested applicants must
--•
letIGIG8& STRATTON) respond no later than December 8, 2008.
Please submit online resume to:
wonv.briggsandstrattortcom
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

2 or 3 BR houses nea
downtown
Murray
753-4109

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartnwnts
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowey Drive Murray. KY 42071

Now Available:
One Bedroom - $350
Trio Bedroom .$434
• Free Cable • Washer/DrserUshwasher
.Carpet & Ceramk Tile • Central Heat & Air
• Patio/Desk

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Houma For Rent

•Ali Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

3 BR, C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets.
1116 Fairlane. $750
per month. 293-3710.
293-4602
3 BR. very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
3BR. 1BA with garage.
C/H/A in Hazel. $550
per month plus last
month
&
security.
References required.
978-7441

HORSE
boarding.
OWNER Finance' No
Pasture of stall. $110
credit check, low down
per month. 10 miles
payment, 3B1R. 2BA
east of Murray. Call affordable
monthly
270-293-7314,
payment.
270-293-7315 or
(270)753-2222
270759.4994
38R. 2BA double-wide
Horse Hay
1 75 acres. 2 car
$3 50 per bale
garage, stone foundation. deck & porch.
Clean grass hay
Secluded, 10 minutes
slightly over ripe
from Murray
(270) 559-1900
270-492-6364
Leave message

EXECUTIVE
home
New
construction,
48R, 3 Bath. Premier
Subdivision,
Lease
required 293-8919

Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details
270-804-0850.ITY# 800-648-6056
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

www.murraykyapartments.com

AB fi7111 to
lit sour needs
Located by
Frogr radio station

5400141 Ltetbrre & Times Fair
Housing Ak-t Notice
All real relate adserteed Tient,
is suback i life Federal lair
Housing Act which makers :t
illegal to advertese ans prett rmit limitation or diScemma•
non twed on race i-oke
glom sec handeap, Unita]'Uhl,Of nabanal origin or int,bon to make ant .t.idt Furre7ences Imitations or dr.e.nin.r.a
tion.
State Ia.,lOrbld disenrninahrn
4.0 the sale. Wail Of Jaio111,111):,
of real estate bawd on factors In
addition to those prous-ted
under tederal la•
We will knowingls accept ant
3d1P11115ifif 10111 1V.11 estate which
is not in vrolation ot dw la. All
persons are hrietn intorrned
that all dwellings adi.ertned are
a a
n an equal oprOftUrot,. basis
For wither assistarse •ah Fair
Housing Ad,ertising requirements :mixt NAA Coun.el
Rene r M1401,1703) bin-

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

\i ill 1 11'1 \
I PI s, I rill

Water. sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
.
.

1 IN, .

Apartments For Rent

Sales...

Apailinwes

Are you looking for a new. career with an
unlimited opponunity for advancement?
Would you like to be recognized as a professional salesperson in one of the area's leading
automobile dealerships?
If so. our salespeople earn an excellent
income and enjoy the benefits of working
with a successful and progressive dealership.
If you're currently a professional in automobile sales or if you're serous about a career
change and are looking for the training and
guidance that are essential for long tenn
success - we'd like to talk to you
I'm Al Page. the General Manager, call me
and we'll schedule o time to meet this week.
12701 247-9300.

Purchase Ford Lincoln Mercury
Equal Opportunity Employer,
Randy Thornton Company
established in 1931 •
flaine.i*sAinflitrfor H VAC 4'ervice
Technicians And HVAC Met
and Install Mechanics.
Must hold a current KY Journeyman s
License And,be EPA certified
orlie oiler exceient pay and
A more than competition benielitpack age
Send result* to

-

802 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071

11)&0

[

InFor Salo

BUYING old US Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S. 121h.
Murray
V%
It

I If) III 1
al-Ca

-a% ill
St If)
°P1rt I ss

USED motor oil pickup Drum exchange
270-436-2215

140
Wont to Buy

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

'

753-55041

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs,Upgrade:
759.3556

1

BRUNO electric lift for
motorized
chairs
Model VSL-600 Like
new $350. 293-3769

FIREWOOD
293-2487
PiCtonai &.Frnily
FilslOrY BOOKS
now available for

Christmas
ContaOt.
759-4938
or 753-2350
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(2701753-7567.

KENMORE stackable
washer & dryer, at
deluxe features, 3
years old, like new,
seldom used, 220v
$500.00. (618)3044710

- 'LARGE
SELECTION
USED. APPLIANC L S

3BR $275.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
Noble Horns Lob For
3 acres North
Murray 1902 Gran
Rd $200 per month
270-994-1595.
227-8390

WARD-ELKINS

(270)753-1713
Home Ftereshings
4 piece sectional
couch. sleeper bed
never used, end
recliner. new $1,400.
$325.00 OBO.
227-6144
STANLEY cherry dinning room set, hutch,
buffet, sideboard, server. banquet table. with
8 chairs.
55,499.00
270-210-5352.
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Read Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Firewood
FIREWOOD delivered
Call tor prices 2931357 or 270-559-1424

14X48' trailer- Office
conversion' with 3
offices, sm kitchenette.
bathroom and 3 AC
window units, new
wiring, panel. carpet,
paint Asking $5,000.
(270)761-0133
16X60 2 BR 2 BA
Central WA. gas
heat/stove/dryer, all
appliances.covered fr
porch & back deck
270-293-3784 after
4 OOPM
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for SO down
Call
tor
FREE
APPROVAL, 731-5849429.

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Walk
to
MSU. Laundry onsite.
College Farm Apts.
978-1123
1 BR apt, various lacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR & 2BR apartments available Great
location 1 year lease.
1 month deposit. no
pets 753-2905
1BR, I BA $325
2BR, 1BA $475
753-7559
2 BR, 2 BA apartment.
$500 per month. No
Pets. 293-5423.
2 BR, 2 BA. w/d. 102
Park St $550 per
month Includes water.
garbage and cable.
753-2225 Or 759-1509
after 5 pm.

BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel. All new
appliances provided
including wid. Super
nice with large deck.
Water, sewer, trash
and all electnc includ
ed
$550/mo
plus
deposit. No lease
required. No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211
GREAT
Location,
Studio plus. w/d. pet
free, smoke free $325
month 1 yr lease 412
N. 5th St 226-8006.
LARGE 2 BR, 2 BA
duplex. garage. DH/A,
all appliances furnished, no pets $495
mo. 753-3949
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street.
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.
NEAR univers;ta. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440 deposit.
(270)978-0913
NICE 28R Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr.
$475.00/mo. 753-5992
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

2 BR, 2 BA. No pets.
2209 Barnbi Ln
270-841-5653
270-376-2746
2BR duplex. nice.
Cili/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
NOW renting several
3 BR duplex Price exceptionally nice,
reduced 1st month large 1 bedrooms:
free to qualified appli- unfurnished 43501
cant
Coleman RE and newly constructed
753-9898
($375 includes
microwave). All appli3 BR house, C/H/A
ances including wash5.550 1,2. & 3 BR Apt
er, dryer, and dish753-0606, 761-3694
3 BR. newly remod- washer Availabilities
eled, C/H/A. no pets. in December and
Located on campus January. 759-5885 Of
behind Bradley Book 2q3 7085
Co $600 per month for
two. $675 for three
270-293-3710. 2702934602.
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

VISA
=mon

HiL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
turner of 121S & Glendale.
10X10 $25 10%15 $40
(270)436-2524
(2701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
SANTA'S Special Hick
Away Boggess Self
Storage 15x15 unit for
$20 now to December
30th. Call 759-5555.

Narrow Gate Estate,
MAW
coif'..-Commotinti Rd
•"i5tmti
s.5.18 130,0.520.0CC
. ;to ln•f• Gatreits
,
,ss

mess
Silt Store'.

Beautiful 3 Br 2 Ba
2.40 sck.ft -rartpli
home-in cdy kinds
S1B4,500
(270).293:3228
EXCELLENT Murray
location. 0 down
financing
available.
Owner financing available with down payment 24hr recorded
information 800-986
2789-ext 2031. cebhomes.com Direct line
270-804-1655.
HOUSE & five acres It
Coldwater
$75.000
Also up to 300 acres
available 759 5000
NEW Construction
Campbell Estate,
481a, 2BA. many features. QUALITY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for appt
293-9747 753-3966

Not 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Rivercield
Estates.
Matt J,nnings
293-7872
Chera 00)110'
c111$0100s 1 •

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

241 Self Storage
121N Across From
National Guard Armor,

or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!

7 9-

(270) 443-6737
Commerical Rftip For Rent
1200 sq.ft.
Office
space on N. 12th $575.
753-7559
1st month free. 404
South 12th St.
753-3966. 293-9747.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime
location. 753-2905,
293-1480
Shop with office
293-6430

p....

380

Supplies

AKC
registered
Bloodhound puppies
$350 270-748-5427
Christmas puppies.
AKC, very small long
hair Miniature
Dachshund. Mother
one half English
Cream. $250.
753-7901 or 293-2477
DOG Obedience
436-2858
MINIATURE
Schnauzer puppies.
male & females $250$300, two shots,
wormed. CKC registered (270)639-9339
Shih Tzu pups
AKCCKC male,
female. $200-300
270-251-0310

YOUR *

*

HOLLY DAY
* SOLUTION! *
I

Give a gift subscription to the

*
*

I

MI RRAY
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1 Home Delivery
Local Mail -11
1 3 mo.
$30.00
1
1 6 one.
:=0
10
$55.00 3 mu.
1 I yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
1
1
Rest of KY/TN
All Other $10"
Stall.
1,N -Near A bra F VIA
Subscriptions
I
3 mo
$70.30 1 mo.
575.00
6 mo
$90.00 6 mo.
yr
$120.00 1 yr.
95.
14
96.011
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Money Order

Visa
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Daytime Ph,
Mail this coupon with payment 1,,
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918
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CLASSIFIEDS

Calm Constructiolkut

CUSTOM
BULLDOZING

BBB provides top five ways to donate
to charities when budgets are tight

Licensed
FREE
FREE
timates
and Insured Estimates
Es
Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows.
Pooling, Decks. Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Coll Phone: 270-978-1007
HOLISTIC HEALTHCARE
OF PARIS
A Beacon of Hope
ACUPUNCTURE NUTRITIONAL
AND MORE
(Practicing Since 1987)
Weitaht Loss oklidmee shietiotthcalie *Atterryeir.
Rain Management•Lymphatic Drain,
.
Facial fteluvenaticr.
Nuldecin
Body &
C‘ire• EAr.Caoriiinci
-

ISA

- wym1P814.1nr4lit1118.'
--nealifitiMmatileatedetror
460
Homes tor Sale
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ye
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1531
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low down
BR, 2BA
monthly
.?2
,uble-wide
2 car
ie founda8 porch
0 minutes
54.

.Rd..
/53r 2.8a
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00
3228
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D down
available.
mg avail Own payrecorded
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)31. cebDirect line
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$75000.
300 acres
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tale.
;any feaTY BUILT
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for appt.
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While many segments of the
Dt4J HANDYMAN
Remodeling, Punting,
Decks. etc
293-34311

FREE
PI K

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
45

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
781HOME.COM

• -t eatthcari1."`rireriti,

Hill Electric
H
24 noun SISCY1t*
Res .
& 1!1.
Licensed & Insured ,
All jobs - big or small

753-9562 j

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
470
cleaning, hauling, etc.
motorcycles Arfe
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORD2004 YZ450F Ridden ABLE Hauling.
Clean
ess than 15 hours out garages. gutters.
$3100. 293-2487
junk 8 tree work.
180
ALL Carpentry
Auto Parts
Construction
*tomes •Remodeling
• Decks.Screened
Porches -Garages
•Sagging
•Rotten
14.15 16 inch
Floors •Termite
Starling at S20
Damage •Home
mounted
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
iPportUllity Waken
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
1999 Jeep Wrangler.
(270) 293-8726 CR
Hard top, great condi- 759-5534
tion. 85,500 obo.
Chuck Van Buren
293-3665.
11 1
1996 Chevy Blazer.
2dr. 4wd. all electnc
Bros.
tinted windows, new
tires, excellent condition. $2,500 obo
227-4439
75.3-1537
500
Used Trucks
I ATTIC Insulation blown
in Start saving energy
2001 Dodge Ram 1500 cost now. Damn
sit in excellent condi- 293-1924
nun Shod bed, new
Ablitari•Jimes
transmission (Jasper)
ELECTRONICS
loll loaded. Michelin
white
letter
tires
$3 900 978-2768

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

l

540
Services Offered
L&M

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuting,
tnimIscaping
innflAscistiming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816

2274)611

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete carpentry, and masonry
work Home. 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933

aeciciy sprxial pick
• locally ow nedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton ( iranitii
\t rh)
33011 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

are also on the decline. ‘',..nd
more than 80 percent of the 180

JOE'S JOBS

(-4144 • 22.7-:
,1i4-1

JONES
ROOFING

MARK HACKEL
MASONRY
• Stone • Brick
• Block Foundations
We work au seasons
25 years experience
(2701 832-0007
(270)623-8456

MVAL OF
MURRAY
ir Coctinvues Guam;
Garage Door Service &
g•Plar
Owner. Greg fieensfield

(270) 293-8480

f ATTAL
ROOFING EXPERTS
(270)293-1899
INSUR
Aldridge & MeCuiston
Roofing Co

12701227-9212
BRUSH 8 Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
relays. 436-2228
CALL us for your home
renovations Additions.
remodeling, root repair
and decks Jeff 0
270-435-4132 or
270-873-9493.

Complete
Handyman &
home repairs
for all home
improvements.
(27.'1 9941-5579

food banks in a recent Feeding
America survey said that they
can't adequately meet the
demands of hungry people with-

154 years asp.

Licensed =resat:ter
Free Estimatae
(270)293-4020
g2,l

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Frei? estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

out reducing the amount of food
or their operations.
Donations of money may be
hard for cash strapped families

The holidays are quickly
approaching and the holiday
shopping season is already in
full swing. But, everyone must
remember to make sure that all
the toys and gilts they buy for
the children on their lists are
safe and age appropriate. With
so much attention focused lately
on dangerous toys with high
lead content, those that pose
choking hazards, and toys that
are poorly constructed, it is
nore important than ever to take
precautions.
Last year. more than 170,000

children under the age of 15
were treated at the emergency
room for toy-related injuries,
according to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.
More than 80,000 of those were
to children ages 5 and younger.
The majority of those injuries
were to the head and face.
Lacerations and contusions
made up most of these injunes.
Prevent Blindness Kentucky
has declared December as Safe

also be willing to incorporate
others' energy into making a
plan work. If you are single, you
radiate, and others notice. You

will just know when you meet
the right person this year. Look
to 2009 to meet him or her. If
you are attached, together you
will build a stronger bond. Don't
hesitate to go off and have an
old-fashioned date. Curt) a tendency to be sarcastic. AQUARIUS inspires you, though they
can play devil's advocate as
well.

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

'all

2008 Christmas
Program

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You wake up with more
clarity and direction than in the
past. If you have an important
project and/or key goal, get I

By Sanctuary Choir, Orchestra and
Drama Cast

Sunday, December 7th, 2008
3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Complimentary tickets are available in
the church office.

I

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
--

203 South 4th Street. Murray. KY
270.753.1854

associated with them. For more
information about giving to
charity thrift shops, plus information about related tax deductions, donors can
www.bbb.orgicharity.

go

to

Car Donations
Changes in tax rules beginning in 2005 have in many cases
lowered the charitable deductions for car donations. Donors
should check out the charity's
activities and find out how the
charity distributes the proceeds
from car donations, and how
proceeds benefit those in need.
In some cases, the charity may
receive a flat amount or a small
percentage of the car's re-sale.
See the BBB Resource Library
at
w w w.bbb.orgic harity for
additional information.
Your Time
Donors can also volunteer
their time this holiday season.
The personal rewards can be
great and can be as important to
the charity as a cash contribution. Nevertheless, it's wise to
find out about the charity before
making
a
commitment.
Volunteering doesn't have to
involve direct assistance to
those in need (like ladling soup
at a homeless shelter). Assisting
with office work or other
behind-the-scenes tasks can be
just as helpful. While the value
of a donor's time is not

deductible, some out-of-pocket
expenses directly related to volunteering, like transportation
costs, may be.
Your Voice
Many chanty Web sites feature "advocate" as well as
"donate" buttons. Those charities are telling donors that their
advocacy can help advance policies and practices that will contribute to their missions.
Charities can't promote political
candidates but they can urge or
lobby for public policies that
further
charitable
causes.
Donors may be asked to contact
their representative in relation to
certain legislation. Many charities also advise on how donors
can further their programs
through advocacy in local communities.
While there are many ways to
give this holiday season, keep in
mind that even a small cash gift
often produces big benefits. For
example, Feeding America says
that $1.00 in cash can help bring
up to $30 worth of food to those
in need because the organization
has economies of scale not
available to the public.
For more advice on charitable giving, including BBB
reports on more than 1,000
national charitable organizations, go to www.bbb.orgicharity.

Toys and Gifts Month. The
group hopes to encourage everyone, whether buying gifts for a
charitable giving tree or for their
own family or friends, to make
conscientious decisions on what
is best for the child.
"It can be very tempting to
buy the hottest toy or game, but
it may not be the best choice for
your child,' said LuAnn
Epperson. Prevent Blindness
Kentucky. "It is much more
important to make sure that the
gifts we give are safe."
. Prevent Blindness Keimicky
suggests the following tips to
help keep this holiday season
safe and bright for children:
Inspect all toys before purchasing. Monitor toys that your
child has received as gifts to
make sure they are appropriate
for your child's age and developmental level.
For older children, give gift
certificates to movie theaters.
the child's favorite restaurant, or
retail stores that allow the par-

ents to choose an appropriate toys.
item.
Avoid toys that shoot or
Make recommendations to include parts that fly off. BB
family membeis and friends guns and air guns should not
about gifts that you feel are even be considered toys.
appropriate for your child.
Inspect toys for sturdiness.
Remain aware of recalled Your child's toys should be
products. Unfortunately, some durable, with no sharp edges or
toys that have been recalled or points. The toys should also
banned may still be available withstand impact. Dispose of
online.
plastic wrapping material immeGifts of sports equipment diately on toys as they may have
should always be accompanied sharp edges.
by protective gear (such as a
Don't give toys with small
basketball along with eye gog- parts to young children. Young
gles). The American Academy kids tend to put things in their
of Ophthalmology estimates that mouths, increasing the risk of
there are 40,000 sports-related choking. If the part of a toy can
eye injuries each year.
fit in a toilet paper roil, the toy is
Any toy that is labeled not appropriate for children
"supervision required" must under the age of 3.
always be used in the presence
For more information on safe
of an adult. Keep toys meant for toys and gifts, please visit
older children away from Prevent Blindness Kentucky at
younger ones.
w w w.preventblindness.org or
Always save the warranties call (502) 254-4973.
and directions for every toy. If
possible. include a gift receipt.
Repair or throw away damaged

work (way. There is no time like
the present. Listen to experts.
After all, they know their stuff. Do
a better job of listening. Tonight:
Meet friends.

ing to take action. You wort well
with one specific partner.
Knowledge and understanding
need to fill in where you might
feel unsure. Think positively.
Tonight: A must appearance.

you. Open up. Tonight: Defer to a
friend, if possible. You might like
the role of follower.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Focus on one task at a
time. An inner dialogue or a concern about a domestic matter
could be dominating your
thoughts. Your fiery side helps
you achieve what you want. Try
not to overthink things. Tonight:
Relax, but squeeze in a little
exercise.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You must be on top of

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your creativity and

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.

ES

to provide. but there are many
other ways people can support a
charity and contribute to the season of giving. BBB encourages
the public to explore alternative,
to cash gifts, and is providing a
-Top 5 Giving Alternatives" list
this holiday season to help
would-be donors in their decision-making process. The Top 5
list includes:
Toys. Food or Other Items
Many organizations can put
"in-kind" gifts to good use, but
there are points to keep in mind.
First, the donor should contact
the charity to find out what
donated items are needed.
Donors sometimes think any
item they give will be useful to
someone, but the truth is that
broken toys are not welcomed
by even the poorest children and
families, and soiled or holey
clothes will not sell in a thrift
store. Disposing of unwanted or
unusable "gifts" actually costs
charities heavily in manpower
and fuel costs.
Shop Thrifty
Goodwill Industries reports
that as personal finances shrink.
more people are
in donated
clothes at its stores. And additionally, sales benefit its programs to provide job training.
Buyers should note though, that
not all thrift stores equally benefit the chanties whose names are

Safe toys and gifts should be at the
top of everyone's lists this year

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Dec. 3, 2008:
This year, expect to expend a lot
MALE. 9 wks old. of energy on your goals.
You
Border Collie mix free will achieve
much more than in
to good home.
the past year. Discuss a dream
227-8581
and listen to others' suggestions.
Just by talking, you begin to
hear alternatives. Understand
what you can do by yourself, but

Presents

mks
875.00
$96.00
145.041,1

ing season. As more potential
donors are focusing hard on
keeping food on the table and a
roof overhead, charitable giving
is often the first thing cut from a
family budget. For individuals
on a budget looking for creative
ways to contribute to charities,
BBB's Wise Giving Alliance is
offenng advice on keeping the
spirit of giving alive this holiday
season.
The current downturn in the
economy is having a major
impact on the bottom line of
families and businesses and ultimately the well-being of charitable organizations. For example,
The Red Cross has experienced
a 30 percent drop in responses
and contributions from new
donors, and corporate donations

40.Apoiervp.
Wm* Stem Yfroknon
Sr •ao Um. non*,

First Baptist Church
Murray, KY

S3.5.00
863.00
110.00

U.S. economy have been hard
hit, none will feel the pain more
than charities this holiday season. Charities across the country
.ire certainly bracing for what is
expected to be a very tight giv-

Dana Horvath. L.Ac:
. (781)644-1780
.
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TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Take a stand and be will-

your game to jump on a sudden
offer. The pi oblem lies in that
someone might be genuine in his
or her offer, but may not be in the
position to ask you to do this
Tonight: Go for what you want or
need.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** In the professional
realm, you could accomplish far

more than you thought possible.
Follow-through
counts.
Investigate a possibility that
someone suggests more thoroughly. Tonight: Brainstorm
away. You could come up with
amazing ideas!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others continue to
dominate, but your input and creativity will be appreciated. You
might not always get the reaction
you desire, but remember. riot
everyone is as expansive as

high energy come together.
Brainstorm with associates.
Don't hesitate to pick up the
phone to talk to an expert or just
catch up on a fnend's news.
Either works. Tonight: Ever playful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Know what is important,

Others want to help and pitch in.
Tonight: Out and about.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your instincts serve you
well with finances. Don't, however, take a hsk that could spell
trouble. Know when you need to
back off. You understand the role
of self-discipline here. Tonight.
Buy a trioughtful holiday gift on
the way home.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Only you can trip yourself up. A friend or group of associates keeps pointing the way,
which you know will work. Don't
allow overthinking to immobilize
you. Think positively about your
options. Tonight: Smile the whole

way.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Rather than get upset,

home needs to be weighed with
care. You might want to spend
more money than necessary, or

understand what your limas are.
Step back: don't get involved in
an idea you realty don't like. You
don't need to say anything.
Others will read between the
lines. Tonight: Vanish. You don't
have to explain.

someone is giving you a high
price. Tonight: Think through
your budget.

BORN TODAY
Actress Daryl Hannah (1960),

and follow through accordingly.
An investment involving your

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Let your mind make
the choice, knowing you have
the energy to hit a home run. You
aio able to accomplish a lot, but
don't take on a job by yourself.

singer Andy Williams (1927),

psychologisLAnna Freud (1895)
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.iacquolIrseblgar.com.
A9 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Pam
Smith and Evelyn Tucker pondering the value of the Smith
tobacco at Farris Loose Leaf Floor
as air-cured sales started Nov.
30 in Murray. The photo was
by Start Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Dwight Hargis. 54. Almo
Road. died today at 5:30 a.m.
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident near Almo
Heights.
Births reported include a boy
to David and Vanda Elliott and
a girl to Teresa and Charles
Cooper, Nov. 27.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of veterans. Hugh Barksdale and Dr.
Robert McGaughey Ill, reminiscing about their experiences in
Vietnam in preparation for Memorabilia Night at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery at Murray State
University. sponsored by the
Western Kentucky Chapter of
Vietnam Veterans of America.
Births reported include a girl
to Marsha and Kerry Schroader,
Nov. 26: a girl to Wanda and
Jeff Muse and a boy to Tina
and Stephen Paschall. Nov. 24.
7. Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 62-51 over Lone
Oak in a basketball game. trika
Musgrow was high scorer for
the Lakers.
:30 years ago
- Murray City Council approved
the installation of two caution
lights along North 16th Street
at Olive Street and at Murray State
University Special Education
building: drawing of an ordnance
lowering the speed limit between
Main and Chestnut Streets from
30 to 25 milers per hour: draftidg a resolution to be sent to
tile state DOT Secretary Calvin
requesting a traffic signal at the intersection of South
kith and Sycamore Streets.
".•:!! Mr. and Mrs. Bob On will

4rayson

be married for 50 years Dec. 8.
40 years Ego
Army Pfc. Ronald S. Colson.
21. son of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
S. Colson of Murray. has been
assigned as a rifleman to the 1st
Cavalry Division in Vietnam.
Susan Young and Craig Calhoun have been named as Citizens of the Month by Calloway
County High School.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Bucy.
Nov. 23, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Deline. Nov. 27.
Murray State University Racers won 94-93 over University
of Texas at Arlington for their
first basketball game of the season.
50 years ago
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club has
completed plans for its annual
Christmas Lighting Contest for
the city. according to Mrs. M.O.
Vs'rather, committee chair.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Hancock, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Matheny and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Creason.
Murray State University Thoroughbreds won 70-56 over Texas
Wesley in a basketball game at
the MSU Sports Arena.
60 years ago
The Murray Fire Department
has been equipped with two new
gate valves which stick out about
six inches posted on each side
of the truck to ensure safety of
the motorists and the fire department, according to Murray Fi,s;
Chief Spencer.
Ronny Sue Whittle, senior, was
chosen as Miss Murray State in
an election held at MSC Little
Chapel. Campus favorites are Mildred Turk, Barbara Bigham,
Naomi Whitnell, Joyce
Fly.
Frances Vickers, Martha Dell
Brown and Jane Earl Johnson .

COMICS/ FEATURES
Gaming the system is not
acceptable in any country
DEAR ABBY: I am a foreign exchange student studying in the U.S. Other exchange
students and I have been debating two questions.
The first: Is it OK to buy
a movie ticket and watch two
or three movies') Some say
y e s "
because theaters tolerate
it in the
hope
that
customers
will
buy
snacks and
drinks in the
process.
Others say it
goes against
the
honor
By Abigail
system.
Van Buren
The second is. Is it wrong to return
merchandise you never intended to buy in the first place?
Example: to buy a novel and
return it after reading it. My
friends say bookstores expect
a certain number of returns
and build it into the cost of
the books. As long as the book
is kept in good condition, its
OK. Other friends stress, however, that this, again, is taks
inyg
stem
ad.vantage of the honor

Dear Abby

What is your opinion? -CURIOUS STUDENT IN
HOUSTON
DEAR CURIOUS: Both of
the examples you have given
are forms of cheating and theft.
I cannot think of a single country where this kind of behavior is sanctioned. If enough
customers behaved that way,
it could put the business owner
out of business.
And one more thing -- you
and your fellow exchange students represent your countries,

Alum cures
canker sores
DEAR DR. G017: I had been
meaning to send this home remedy long before I read your column about cold and canker sores.
My mother had recurring cold
sores on her lips but also frequently had canker sores in her
mouth. I used
to have frequent canker
sores but have
never had a
cold sore.
Even
though it does
seem a lot of
high -acid
foods
can
trigger canker
sores, mine
were
often
By
Dr. Peter Gott associated
with
being
overtired or stressed.
The tried-and-true treatment for
us was to dab powdered alum (from
the seasoning section of the grocery store) on the tip of a damp
finger and then apply it to the
canker or cold sore. There is a
brief, intense tingling and bitterness from the application, but
relief is instant, and, for us. the
sores were usually gone within a
day or two. I have even used this
for a huge 3/4-inch-by-3/14-inch
Mr in my throat. I simply dampened a Q-tip, dabbed it in the
powdered alum and applied to the
spot. Ilie pain was gone instantly, and the sore was completely
healed in three days.
I hope this will help your readers as much as it has helped me
and my mother.
DEAR READER: I have
received several remedies for treating canker and cold sores. They
have including everything from

and what you do while you're
here reflects not only on yourselves personally, but also the
country that sent you.
ON.

DEAR ABBY: I have two
grandchildren. My first is a
girl named "Skylar,' and my
second is a boy, "Dante.' I
raised two sons as a single
mother and always had a house
full of boys.
Since Skylar was born, she
has become my world. I take
her everywhere with me, but
my nerves just can't handle
Dante. I am being criticized
for treating my grandchildren
differently and accused of being
prejudiced. It may be true. But
Skylar is very sweet, while
Dante -- whom I do love
is "all boy" and hard to handle.
Are my feelings due to the
fact that Skylar is my first
grandchild, or because she's
the first girl in my life? Or
am I just burned out on boys?
turn down dates to spend
time with her. I'd rather spend
the rest of my life with my
granddaughter than any man
on Earth.
Do other grandparents feel
this way, or am I obsessed? - SKYLAR'S NANA IN
FLORIDA
DEAR NANA: They may
feel similarly, but if they are
intelligent, mature and caring,
they conceal it better than you
do.
Whether you choose to
spend time with your grandchildren or an eligible man is
your choice. But to make it
obvious that you favor one child
over the other is cruel, and
the less-loved little one will recognize it, be hurt and resent
it.

Dr. Gott

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. December
2. the 337th day of 2008. There
* 29 days left in the year.
Highlights in history on this
ate:
1848 - Austria's Emperor Finand I abdicates in favor of
Joseph I.
1851 - Louts-Napoleon Bonar. ..
- -president of France. susthe constitution during a
p. Street fighting breaks out
Paris.
-3 1832 - Second French Empire
is proclaimed with Louis-Napoleon
Bonaparte as Emperor Napoleon
ql!
L.-- 1854 - Austria concludes
with Britain and France.
',.:. 1856 - France and Spain reach
agreement on their frontiers.
1920 - Armenia cedes territory to Turkey by Treaty of Alexandropol while Communists seize

*lance

power in Armenian capital Yere- Cuban leader Fidel Castro declares
van and proclaim a Soviet repub- himself a Marxist-Leninist who will
lic.
lead Cuba to Communism.
1942 - Nuclear chain reaction
1969 - The Boeing 747 jumbo
is demonstrated for the first time jet makes its debut as 191 peoby scientists working on the Man- ple, most of them reporters and
hattan Project underneath the Uni- photographers, fly from Seattle to
versity of Chicago's football sta- New York City.
dium.
1971 - Britain terminates all
1950- United Nations agrees treaties with crucial states in Gulf,
to -hand over Eritrea to Ethiopia.; leading to formation of tinned Arab
1954 - U.S. See,,Joseph Emirates.
McCarthy is censured by the Sen1975 - Israeli jets carry out
ate for browbeating Army person- massive raids against Palestinian
nel with his Communist witch targets in southern and northern
hunts.
Lebanon, killing 91 people and
1960 - The Archbishop of Can- wounding 150. Resistants of adjaterbury visits Pope John XXIII. cent Lebanese villages in the south
The two heads of the two major are among the dead and injured.
religions break a 400-year-old tra1982 - In the first operation
dition set in the 1500s by Britain's of its kind, doctors at the UniKing Henry VIII and Pope Leo versity of Utah Medical Center
X.
implant a permanent artificial heart.
1961 - Britain refuses Ugan- Barney Clark, a retired dentist, lives
da's request for independence. 112 days with the device.
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using Llysine tablets to eliminating peanuts and high-acid foods
to reducing stress But, by far.
the most commonly recommend-,
ed home remedy was crystallized
or powdered alum. Alum is used
in many applications, including
crystal deodorants, makeup and pickling.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I readi
your column about the woman-,
with treatment-resistant UTIs with
interest. I, too, was having title:,
condition. When I asked my doctor why, he said he wasn't certain about the cause, but it could
be bacterial. 1 figured if the cause
was bacteria, perhaps betadine .
would help
I simply started washing "down '
there" with the betadine, and the
infection was gone! Now, if I feel
a UT! starting, I immediately wash
or add a few drops to a bottle
of prepared douche, It immediately resolves the problem. I hope
this helps some of your other
readers.
DEAR READER: Urinarytract infections can be difficult to
treat, especially in women who
have recurring or frequent infections. Typical treatment usually
consists of a course of oral antibiotics, but finding a simple home
treatment to prevent them can be
vital.
I am printing your letter in
the hopes that it will help other
women who suffer frcm similar
situations.
I would also like to recommend drinking a glass of cranberry juice daily. It may prevent
urinary tract and bladder infections.
Drinking several glasses a day
during an acute infection can also
lessen symptoms and shorten
recovery time.

ContractBridge
to lose a spade trick eventually, the
South dealer.
North-South sulnerable.
fate of the contract hinged tin avoiding a trump loser.
NORTH
•A 7 2
Declarer was fully familiar with
the standard play with this combinaA 1043
•KJ6
tion, but was equally aware that the
41.1 7 5
percentages could easily be altered
EAST
by information gained anywhere
WEST
5
3
along the line. In the present case, he
•Q 10 8
9
IllQ 7 6
had learned from the first three tricks
V2
•9 5 4
that West had started with six clubs
•10 8 3 2
+84
and East only two.
•AKQ1063
This in turn meant that West held
SOUTH
seven
other cards that were
6
4
•K
unknown, while East held II. Taking
K 3985
this a step further, South reasoned
•A Q..7
that if the defenders hold 18 cards
419 2
that are unknown, the player with I
The bidding:
of them is much more likely to have
West
North East
South
Pass
a specific missing card than the
I•
2*
3
player who has only seven.
4 IP
Accordingly, declarer led a heart
Opening lead — king of clubs.
nine
cards
to
the ace at trick four and returned a
When declarer bolds
in a suit and is missing Q-x-x-x, the heart toward his hand. After East folnormal play is to cash the A-K to try lowed low. South finessed the jack
to drop the queen. It is important to and so brought home the contract.
It is true that the play of the jack
realize, though, that pereentagewise
the edge in fas or of playing this way could easily hase lost to the queen.
— as opposed to a second-round There was certainly no guarantee
finesse is very slight. For this rea- that the finesse would succeed. But it
son, any clues acquired from the bid- was the right thing to do because,
ding or play may justify taking a under the circumstances, it was the
percentage play.
finesse instead.
When all you have is favorable
Consider this deal where West
%canal with three top clubs, declarer odds to rely on, you should do as
ruffing the third round as Last dis- they dictate, and you will win many
carded a diamond. Since South had more times than you lose,
Tomorrow: Stayman stumbles.

•••
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DEAR ABBY: I have developed a weird habit. I'll remember something that happened
in the past, think of what I
should have said and then burst
out loud with a remark. Other
times I'll chuckle or say something like, "Oh, no!"
Sometimes my husband
hears me and asks if something is wrong. How can I
explain this without seeming
like I'm totally losing it? Or
am I? I'm only 50, and I'm
afraid I'm turning into a dotty
old lady. -- CRAZY? LADY
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR LADY: What you're
doing isn't that unusual, so try
to be less hard on yourself.
You're not crazy, and you're
no dottier than the rest of us.
Explain to your husband that
when you do this, it is an
attempt to "repair" the past.
P.S. If you train yourself
to stay in the moment rather
than dwelling on things in the
past, you will find yourself
talking to yourself less often.
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1 Distant
5 Checkbook no
9 Ball club VIP
12 Citrus fruit
13 Big celebration
14 Unlucky garnbler's note
15 Take a whiff
17 Ate fast
19 Intending
21 Move with great
care
22 Credit card balance
24 "Tao - Ching"
25 Snowy mo
26 Web site
27 Havoc
29 Cheyenne s st
31 Jay successor
32 Apphance-tag
letters
33 Extra work
briefly
34 Anaconda
35 Plural ending
36 Mind
1
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1 Hirt and Pacmo
2 1950s auto
feature
3 Pleasantly
4 Tailoring job
5 Silver in the lab
6 Lacey's partner
7 Folk-dance
shoe
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8 Computer key
9 La Scala site
10 Here nothing!
11 Saucy
16 Type of radio
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a big
smite
20 Where
Bologna is
22 Durham
18 Give

university

23 Memorable
times
25 Leap in a tutu
27 Perfume scent
28 Boring (hyph
29 Dog ancestor
30 Shrill barks
34 Carnival
wor!..ers
36 Urban map
37 Gorge
39 Dress panel
41 Whisper on
stage
42 Comic-book
heroes thyph )
43 Bronte
governess
44 Yen
45 '1 - a Rock"
47 Forever,
in verse
49 Short snooze
50 Dirty place
53 N D neighbor
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OVC ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers tip off season with win

rad!

MHS SCORCHES
NETS FOR 76-65
VICTORY OVER
HICKMAN COUNTY
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Staff Report
The Murray Lady Tigers tipped
off the season with a high-scoring
75-65 win at Hickman County on
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Monday.
The only local team to begin its
season on Monday. the black and
gold used a second quarter in which
they outscored the Lady Falcons 2716 to take a 41-30 lead into halftime.
Lady Tiger head coach Rechelle
Turner said she saw glimpses of
her team's potential in a second
frame in which Murray converted
off the Hickman County turnovers
it created to build a lead that would

prove insurmountable.
Senior forward Stacey McClure
led Murray with 20 points while
senior point guard Leah Dieleman
scored 19 and dished out five assists.
Heralded freshman Shelby Crouch
also posted a strong performance
out of the gate, notching 14 points
and pulling down 16 rebounds. She
struggled to finish at times, however, and could have upped her point
total even higher.
Fellow freshman Haley Arm-

strong, the Lady Tigers leading
scorer last season, contributed 10
points and five assists as Murray
improved to 1-0 on the season.
The Lady Tigers shot 45 percent
from the field but struggled from
the three-point line and the charity
stripe, going 2-for-I1 from long.
range and 15-of-30 from the foul
line.
Hickman County made clear earl!,
mi See IPAHS, 10

MSU HOOPS ROUNDUP
Wchael Vigeant photo

DJ Lindsay had a career-high 19 points
to iift Tennessee Tech to a 78-71 victory over Lipscomb on Monday.

TTU tops
Lipscomb
LINDSAY LEADS THE
WAY FOR EAGLES; TSU
LOSES AT BELMONT
COOKEVILLE.Tenn. — Junior DJ Lindsay netted a career-high 19 points and Tennessee Tech took control with a late 12-2
run on the way to earning a 78-71 nonconference victory over Lipscomb University Monday night in Eblen Center.
The Golden Eagles also got double-digit
scoring efforts from junior Frank Davis
with 13, Will Barnes with 12, and freshman Kevin Murphy with 10.
Tech improved to 5-1 in sweeping the
two-game, home-and-home series from the
Bison out of the Atlantic Sun Conference.
Bison center Adnan Hodzic. who missed
the first meeting between the teams two
weeks earlier. led Lipscomb with 21 points
and nine rebounds. Jimmy Oden had 15 points
and three steals for Lipscomb. while Brandon Brown
added
14
points and
eight
rebounds. School
ovc(Overall)
Lindsay Tennessee
Tech
0-0(5-1)
scored 10 of Jacksonville
State 0-0 (4-1)
Tech's first Murray State
0-0(4-1)
16 points as Eastern Kentucky
0-0 (4-2)
the Golden Austin
Peay
0-0(3-2)
Eagles Tennessee
Martin 0-0 (2-3)
raced out to Tennessee
State
0-0(2-3)
a 16-6 lead SE Missouri State
0-0 (2-4)
in the first Eastern
Illinois
0-0(1-4)
six minutes. Morehead
State
0-0 (1-6)
Tech's lead

lees
SUNNIS

Maw

grew to as Belmont 91, Tennessee Slate 63
many as 13 Tennessee Tech 78 Lipscomb 71
Timm
points when Jacksonville
St at Nortolk Si. 600 p
Alfred
TIMM
Jones Murray St at Eastern Kentudty. 6 30
pm
scored
a UT
Martin at Morehead St 630 pm
layup
to Ausbn Peay at SE Missouri. 7 45 p m
make it 29- Tennessee St at Eastern Illinois 8 00
16
with p
3:48 to play in the half.
That's when the visitors caught fire and
stitched together a 13-0 run to tie the game,
29-29, with 1:16 to play. It started with a
basket by Brandon Brown and a 3-pointer
by Michael Lusk, and featured six consecutive points from Michael Teller.
Kevin Murphy's 3-pointer with 50 seconds remaining notched the final points of
the period and sent the Golden Eagles to
the dressing room with a 32-29 lead.
Lipscomb kept things close for the first
10 minutes of the second half, then midway through the period the Bisons claimed
their first lead of the night, 54-53, on a
layup by Hodzic. Two free throws by Oden
made it 56-53 for Lipscomb for the largest
lead by the visitors.
The Golden Eagles turned things around
over the next six minutes with a 12-2 run.
started by a 3-pointer by Elijah Cunningham-Muhammad to tie the score. The run.
which included a couple of baskets by
Lindsay, put Tech back on top 65-58, and
the Golden Eagles managed to hold the
edge to the finish line by making free
throws.
Lindsay was 9-for- I 3 from the field for
his 19 points and also grabbed six rebounds.
Barnes and Davis tied for the team-lead
with five assists each. Joining Lindsay in
sharing the team-lead in rebounds were guards
Zach Bailey and Muhammad with six apiece.
Hodzic. Oden and Slater all left the
game early with five fouls. For Tech, Daniel
Northern fouled out after scoring seven
points and tying his career-high with six
blocked shots.
r1
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(Left) Amber Guffey. a senior guard for the Racers, was named Player of the Week by the Ohio Valley Conference
Monday after her
36 points in a win over Colorado State in the Coors Rocky Mountain Invitational over the Thanksgiving holiday
in Ft. Collins, Colo.
(Right) Murray State's Jeffery McClain was named Newcomer of the Week by the Ohio Valley Conference. The
fromer Fulton Coun::
ty High School star tied a 42-year old MSU record when he hit 14-of-14 from the free throw line in a 76-66 win
over St. Catharine
Saturday night.

wo For Tuesdays
McClain added a nine-rebound game in MSU's
Guffey scored 52 of her 64 points last week
road win against Indiana State last week.
at the Coors Rocky Mountain Invitational. She.
For the week McClain averaged 14.5 points was one point shy of tying her career record,
and 6.5 rebounds per game while hitting 21-of- with 36 points against Colorado State in a come-'
22 (95.5%) of his free throw attempts.
from-behind victory. The Albany. Ky.. earned:
Staff Report
The Racers begin OVC play Thursday when all-tournament honors for her efforts after scor-.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Murray State Basketball sophomore Jeffery McClain was named the they travel to Richmond. Ky. Thursday for a ing 21 of her 36 points in the first half versus
Ohio Valley Conference's Newcomer of the Week 6:15 p.m. central time game against Eastern the Rams. She shot 57.9 percent from the field
for his performances in MSU wins against Indi- Kentucky. MSU has a 3:15 p.m. game Satur- for the week, including going 12-of-18 against
day at Morehead State.
CSU. She also had a season-high five rebounds.
ana State and St. Catharine.
Both games can be seen live on the Racer 12 field goals and five three-pointers versus the
McClain (Hickman, Ky.. Fulton County HS)
tied a 42-year old MSU record when he hit 14- Television Network through all 58.000 subscribers Rams.
MSU will continue its five-game road stand
of-14 from the free throw line in a 76-66 win of NewWave Communications and Mediacom cable
with stops in Richmond and Morehead. Ky., this
over St. Catharine on Saturday. The perfect night systems.
Senior Amber Guffey added to her awards week for the start of the OVC schedule. The
from the line keyed a 20-point effort.
He tied the record from 1966 when Don Dun- for the Thanksgiving weekend, as she was named Racers face Eastern Kentucky. Thursday, Dec. 4'
can also went 14-of-14 from the line against the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week at 4:30 p.m. and then travel to take on Moreafter the Murray State women's basketball team head State, Saturday. Dec. 6 at 1 p.m.
Oglethorpe.
went 2-1 last week.

MCCLAIN, GUFFEY GARNER
OVC WEEKLY AWARDS

MSU announces Racer Television Network
'DEATH VALLEY TRIP' FIRST OF FOUR AWAY GAMES THAT WILL BE BROADCASTED ON NEWWAVE
By MSU Sports Information
dent Jim Gleason approached MSU
In a groundbreaking venture. Mur- Athletics about the venture.
The formation of the Racer Teleray State Athletics. NewWave Coinmunications
and
Mediacom vision Network is great news for
announced the formation of the Racer Racer fans and college basketball fans
Television Network and a plan to in general who now will get to see
broadcast four MSU men's basket- MSU play road games that they
ball away games in the 2008-09 wouldn't normally see.
"I want to thank Mr. Jim Gleaseason to a combined 58.000 subson and NewWave Communications
scribers.
for providing this incredible opporMSU's Dec. 4 game at Eastern
tunity to cablecast several of our
Kentucky. and Dec. 6 game at Moreroad basketball games," MSU Direchead State are first up. followed by tor
of Athletics Allen Ward said.
the Feb. 4 game at Tennessee State "NewWave is a great partner with
and Feb. 17 game at Southeast Mis- Murray State Athletics and is truly
souri State.
committed to providing valuable
This idea was planted several exposure for our program."
months ago when NewWave PresiThe games will he available to

will include a pre-game interview
with MSU Head Coach Billy
Kennedy. plus scores from the Ohio
Valley Conference during the game.
The games will be produced by.
Elopkinsville's WKAG-TV.
Western Kentucky Insurance has
agreed to be the title sponsor of
(he Racer Television Network broad.asts.
NewWave customers will see the
all NewWave and (vi,
broadcasts on channel 79 in all areas
scribers at no additional charge.
Veteran WCBL announcer Jeff west of Kentucky Lake and on chanWaters will handle play-by-play nel 3 in Hopkinsville and Madisduties. while Dave Winder. MSU onville, 50,000 subscribers in all.
Assistant AD for Media Relations
Mediacom is seen in 8.((X) homes
will provide color.
in Marshall. Calloway, Trigg, and
The telecasts of Racer basketball Caldwell Counties.
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AROUND THE STATE

Pitino to fans:
"You deserve
better"
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API Rick Pitino says his team owes
fans an apology after the Cardinals were blown out by Western Kentucky on Sunday.
Pitino blamed Louisville's
11168-54 loss on
poor
practice
habits and his
team's inability
to match Western Kentucky's
intensity. In a
pone
note published
on his Web site
www.rickpitino.com on Monday. Pitino said his team's
lethargic performance in practice translated into an uninspired
game against the Hilltoppers.
Louisville shot just 27 percent from the field and was
dominated in the lane, getting
outrebounded
58-46
and
outscored 24-18. The loss
dropped the Cardinals from No.
3 to No. II in this week's
Associated Press poll.
Louisville hosts Indiana
State, Ohio and Lamar in the
inaugural Marques Maybin
Classic at Freedom Hall this
weekend.

UK's Cobb to
undergo
knee surgery
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

The Murray Middle School 8th grade boys basketball team finished second
in
the St. Mary Thanksgiving Basketball Tournament held in Paducah on
Nov. 2829. The tournament hosted teams from Murray, Ballard, Heath, Graves,
Reidland,
St. Mary, Lone Oak, and Cairo, Ill. Murray lost in the championship
game to
Cairo. Pictured, front row, from left: Andre Phillips, Jay Roth, Alex Ward, Logan
Foster, Adam Melton, John Lollar. Back row, from left: Hunter Cochran,
John
Ramey, Seth Carter, Eric Wann,

NFL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Titans: Wm and you're in
TENNESSEE JUST NEEDS TO BEAT BROWNS
SUNDAY TO CLINCH PLAYOFF SPOT

The AP Top 25 - College Foottalt
By The Aassocteted Prises
The Top 25 learns on The Associated
Press college football pot war Hsi
pace votes 41 parentheses records
through Nov 29 total points based on
25 points for•first-place vole through
one point for a 2510-plece vote and
previous ranking
Record PIS Pas
1 Alabama (82) 1241.820 1
2 Flonds (3)
11-11,516 2
3 Texas
11-11,488 4
4 Oklahoma
11-11,480 3
5 Southern Ca/ 10-11,355 5
& Penn St
11-11,257 6
7 Utah
12-01.218 8
8 Texas Tech
11-11197 7
9 Bosse St
12-01,103 9
10 Ohio St
10-21,060 10
11 TCU
10-2 805 14
12 Bail St
12-0 834 15
13 Concinnati
10-2 824 18
14 Oklahoma St 9-3 798 11
15 George Tech 9-3 708 18
16 Oregon
3-3 830 19
17 Georgia
9-3495 13
18 HOSIOn Co/loge 9-3 482 20
19. Miseoun
9-3479 12
20. BYU
10-2385 20
21 Michigan sa
9-3312 22
22. klesissippi
8-4 280 25
23. Pilleburgn
8-3 241
24. Northwestern /0-3 115) 24
25. Oregon St
8-4122 17

The AP Top 25- College Basketball
By The AseackNed Press
The lop 25 learns in The Assoc...also'
Press college basketball poll. earl rirstplace votes on parentheses, records
Svough Nov 30, total points based on
25 points tor a Nat-piece vole through
one point on•26th-place vote and ominous ranking
Record Pt, Pas
1 North Carolina (72)7-01.8001
2 Connecticut
8-01.723 2
3 Pittsburgh
7-01.592 4
4 Duke
701.526 7
5 Gonzaga
5-01.489 9
6 Oklahoma
6-01 437 11
7 Notre Dame
5-11.359 8
8 axes
5-11.231 6
9 Purdue
5-11.088 10
10. Tennessee
8-11,014 12
11. Louisville
2-11,003 3
12 UCLA
4-1 986 13
13 Michigan St
4-1 948 5
14 Xavier
6-0 902 16
15. Wake Forest 6-0 736 19
16 Syracuse
8-0 688 17 VIllenove
6.0570 20
18 Memphis
4-1 525 18
19 Arizona Si
5-1 401 14
20 Georgetown
4-1 388 21
21 Mauro
4-1 309 22
22 Devklson
5-1 286 24
23 Ronda
5-1 281 17
24 Baylor
6-1 272 25 Marquette
5-1 231 15

Others receiving voles Iowa 86,
Virginia Tooth 47 Tulsa 13 Florida St
12, Caltforna 7, West V,rgorka
Connecticut 3. Nenr?ska 3 Ftce 3
Norm C4Ir09na 1

Others receming voles Kansas 166
Dayton 109, Wisconsin 100 Clemson
72. Ohio St 52, Florida Si 28, BYU 23,
Michigan 18. LSU 18, Washington St
15, Minors 12, UAB 8. Butler 6. Moseoun
8, Texas MM 13, Saint Mary's, Calif 5.
Scr..thern Cal 2, Navy 1 Nebraska 1

By TERESA M. WALKER
NIIDDLE SCHOOL HOOPS ROUNDUP
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
LEXINGTON, Ky. ;A(') - - The Cleveland Browns didKentucky coach Rich Brooks n't help Tennessee clinch a playsays quarterback/wide receiver off berth by beating IndianapoRandall Cobb will undergo knee lis. So it's up to the Titans to
win the AFC South title by
surgery on Tuesday.
Cobb will have arthroscop- themselves - if they defeat
The Lady Laker seventh
7TH GRADE TEAM
the Browns on Sunday.
ic surgery to
graders will take the court
The Titans wouldn't have it
repair cartilage
WILL PLAY HOST again tonight with a home
any other way.
he injured in his
contest against Benton
"We're kind of in the driTO
left knee during ver's seat,"
defensive end Kyle
Saturday's game Vanden
Bosch said Monday.
TONIGHT
TOBBY''S t$111UP SPONSORED 81
at
Tennessee. "We can control
what happens
Terry. Butler
The university to us postseason
Staff
Report
-wise. We don't
said in a state- have to
Calloway
County
Middle
look
around,
hope
other
Cobb
ment
that teams lose. All we have
School's 7th grade girls basto do
Cobb's status for bowl play is
ketball team defeated Graves
take care of what's in front
DUANE BURLESON / AP
will be decided after surgery.
of us. The first step toward Tennessee running back LenDale White rushed for a
County 34-28 on Monday.
Cobb has started the last getting
.rt$
into the postseason six-yard touchdown against the Detroit Lions Thursday.
Graves led 9-4 after the
1v, I &APO
four games at quarterback. For would
be winning this week."
first quarter, but the Lady
Tuesday, Dec. 2
AFC
the season. he's 52-of-99 passplayoffs.
Tennessee
leads go with the football. He saw
The Titans enjoyed a long
MEN'S
COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
Pittsburgh (9-3) and the New the play When you're getting Lakers rallied in the second
ing for 542 yards and five touch- weekend
8 p.m.
off after beating
ESPN -Ohio St at NUNN
York Jets (8-4) in the confer- rushed by the Colts at the end to take a slim 15-14 advandowns. He's rushed for 316 Detroit 47-10
on Thanksgiving
8:30 p.m.
ence standings.
yards and seven TDs. At wide to improve
of third-and-20, you have to tage to halftime. Calloway
ESPN2
Clemson at Illinois
to II-I. They're
But before the Steelers visit have a chance to make a play. built on its lead in the third
receiver, he's caught 21 pass- not due back
8 p.m.
until Tuesday,
ESPN - Duke at Purdue
Tennessee on Dec. 21, they I've seen many quarterbacks quarter, outscoring the Lady
es for 197 yards and two scores. but coach Jeff
Fisher said a
pin.
8:30
handful of players came in host the Dallas Cowboys (8- on fourth-and-20 take a sack Eagles 9-4 to take a 24-18
ESPN2- Vorgroa at Monnesota
4)
and
visit
lead
the
into
Baltimore
fourth
the
quarter.
throw
or
NHL
HOCKEY
the
ball
away.
He
over the weekend and again
p m.
Darien Maness scored 16
gave them a chance to make
COLLEGE HOOPS
on Monday to work out on Ravens (8-4).
VERSUS- Tampa Bay at
The
Titans'
schedule
is
a a play so I'm being very real- points to lead Calloway while
Philadelph,a
their
own.
ROUNDUP
Clinching the division with bit easier with the Browns istic, not complimentary," Fish- Kalai Trice notched 11. HanLocally
nah Scarborough scored three
a win against the Browns (4- forced to give Ken Dorsey his er said.
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
first
start
at
quarterbac
k
since
The
Titans
also
will
be
ready while Haley Hounshell and
8) would be a nice change for
7:30 p.m
rVAAJ 89 7 FM --kolayheid gods at
a franchise that had to beat 2005 when he was with San if Browr..; receiver and return- Ashlynn Stalls scored two
Francisco,
Catioway
then
County
a
trip
to
Hous- er Joshua Cribbs takes some apiece.
the Colts in last year's reguWhEtS 1340 AM - Murray boys at
snaps at quarterback.
lar-season finale to reach the ton (4-8).
Ballard memorial
Fisher
isn't
taking
any
oppoplayoffs after missing out on
nent lightly, and he ticked off
the postseason in 2006.
TERRE HAUTE,Ind.(AP)reasons to be wary of Cleve"You
kind
of
start
to
look
Arkansas State's Donald Boone
land. including a physical
had 26 points Monday night and forward, but you can't look defense that ranks ninth in the
past
this
week," Vanden Bosch
scored the winning basket with
NFL in points allowed. The
43 seconds left in a 56-54 victo- said. "We haven't clinched a Titans beat Dorsey
while the
playoff spot. We haven't even
ry over winless Indiana State.
quarterback was with San FranBoone, who came off the bench, clinched our division. We have
hit 10 of 13 shots and was the to keep winning. But a win cisco in 2005, and Fisher said
only player for the Red Wolves this week would be huge and he saw a player who knew
(5-1) scoring in double figures. would be a huge step toward how to execute the Browns'
offense in their 10-6 loss to IndiJeJuan Brown added seven points. any postseason possibilities."
while Ifeanyi Kogsu had nine assists
The Titans will return from anapolis on Sunday.
Asked if he was being too
and Eric McKinney had five their mini-bye still
holding a
Mocked shots.
two-game lead with four to complimentary of Dorsey for
Indiana State (0-5) was led by
two incompletions and an interJay Tunnell with 16 points and play in the chase for home- ception, Fisher said no.
field
advantage
throughou
t
the
Rashad Reed with IS.
"He knew exactly where to

CCMS girls get past
Graves County
BENTON

ASU beats
Indiana St.
56-54

just opened
your

utility

bill?

From Page 9
The Golden Eagles had
claimed an 83-72 win over
Lipscomb in Nashville on Nov.
18.
IN3JAMIT 91, TENNESSEE
STATE 63
NASHVILLE - The Tigers
(2-3) shot a season-low 39 percent from the field, falling to
Belmont (2-2) at the Gentry
Center, 91-63. The Tigers were
held scoreless for two or more
minutes on three occasions
throughout the game. The loss
ends a Tiger two-game win
streak.
Jerrell Houston led the Tigers
in scoring with 17 points from
6-of-15 shooting. Darius Cox

followed with II points and
eight rebounds with Gerald
Robinson, Jr. contributing 10
points.
TSU fell behind 15-10 early
in the first half (13:26) before
taking the lead 22-15. The run
was Lapped by badk-to-ba‘k
jumpers by Houston with 10:41
left in the first half. That would
be the last time the Tigers led
the game. The Bruins poured
on a 21-8 run sparked by three
consecutive three pointers from
Matthew Dotson. Dotson led
all scorers with 21 points hitting 5-of-9 from behind the
arc. The Bruins bench outscored
TSU's reserves 44-17.
The Tigers were scoreless

for a little over two minutes
before scoring a Robinson freethrow with 1:43 remaining in
the first half. The Tigers shot
39 percent(11-28)from the field
to the Bruins 50 percent to
trail at the half, 53-33.
In the second half, the Tigers
took advantage of the Bruins'
substitutions applying a 12-6
run to chip away at the lead
with 10:56 remaining. The Bruins retaliated with a 10-0 run
at 7:23 while holding the Tigers
scoreless for another two minutes. The Bruins stretched the
lead to 31 points with 5:15
left, before sealing the win,
91-63.

AWE/

A difference you will see, feel & enjoy!
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - made of 80% recycled newsprint
• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS- Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES - custom-fit wall spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system

•MHS
From Page 9
on that it would live and dic by the threepointer, tossing up 35 trifectas throughout the
game and connecting on 10. In all, the Lady
Falcons shot just 34 percent from the field.
Each team committed 20 turnovers.
Murray and Hickman County fought to a
14-14 tie at the end of the first quarter before
the Lady Tigers took control in the second.

Let us SAVE YOU UP TO 40% Ir
with Cellulose insulation by

Murray could never quite but the lady Falcons away in the second half, however. Turner's squad led by 15 at one point but allowed
Hickman to remain in the ganir• through the
fourth quarter.
The Lady Tigers return to the court for their
home opener on Friday as Lone Oak visits
Tiger Gym. Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m. with
the boys game first at 6 p.m.

ENERGY STAR

